
 

Arawa – the story continues 

 My ramblings from here on are likely to get shorter- life appears to be settling 
into a routine that involves: - 

1) Getting up for a 1 hour walk at 5.30 am in the relative cool of the dawn, 
after application of smelly insect repellent. Many people are up and 
about early, and we regularly pass women laden down with produce 
heading to the market. 

2) Eating a breakfast of Weetbix or brown rice “porridge” with re-
constituted powered milk (occasionally uht if we can get it) bananas 
and PNG raw sugar, and washed down with PNG No 1 tea, which is 
not a bad brew. (Also having the daily anti-malaria prophylactic) Rosie 
makes her toast by holding a slice of bread over the gas flame. 

3) Listening to the news on Australian BC, constantly having to fiddle the 
dial to keep the transmission. (Robert our son has just sent us 30m of 
aerial wire which I have strung out between some trees on the hill 
behind our house to improve the reception and we can now get NZBC 
broadcasts, albeit intermittently and of varying quality. Dete, a 
departing German aid worker, very kindly left us his small radio when 
he heard that I’d blown ours up by using the wrong transformer the first 
time I tried to use it in Arawa. (All right - I had six to choose from!) 
Wendy, another VSA volunteer, is off overseas for about 5 weeks on 
her last 6month break, and has just left us her TV (acquitted from Barry 
– another VSA volunteer who has just completed his assignment) so 
we can now pick up one local channel that happens to show quite a bit 
of sport –including a fair bit of the Football World Cup in South 
Africa!)(PS the local transmission tower for TV and one of the 
cellphone transmitters ran out of diesel on Saturday evening so that 
was the end of TV for the weekend!) Didn’t the NZ All Whites do well!! 

4) Heading off to work on my bicycle with backpack, Mac Book, large 
water bottle, raincoat, hat and sunglasses. Shorts, shirt and sandals 
are the regular clothes – jerseys are pointless! I managed to come with 
two pairs of Keene sandals with good toe protection and they have 
proved very good- especially the “Roman style” pair with a single 
woven strap criss-crossing the top of the foot and a Velcro strap behind 
the heel. The other with several plasticised leather straps held together 
around the top with elasticised drawstring is a bit hotter and smellier, 
but is certainly rugged. 

5) Mooching around the office writing blog posting and providing 
assistance as the opportunity arises. Just recently we’ve been 
preparing submissions to the Autonomous Bougainville Government for 
next year’s budget – we may yet get some money to do something, but 
again I’m not holding my breath!   Life is pretty casual so people come 
and go at irregular hours and it’s quite acceptable to go shopping 
during working hours. Town has a myriad of small poky shops in 
unexpected places, and it is amazing what may turn up in a shop you 
never knew existed. You peer through a barred window or across a 
small counter into a dark hot room with a coupe of counter assistants 



who barely acknowledge your existence, waiting for your eyes to adjust 
to the gloom so you have at least a half chance of seeing what is 
packed onto the shelves. It pays to check up, down, left and right, and 
under the counter if possible – things aren’t displayed for easy viewing 
and one almost gets the impression that the shops are set up 
specifically to make a sale hard to come by! 

6) Cycle home for lunch, which consists of sandwiches made from local 
white bread (ready sliced, crumbly and slightly sweet) or Rosie’s very 
nice wholemeal bread made with flour purchased in Buka and kindly 
transported over by a fellow VSA volunteer. Sandwich fillings consist of 
tomatoes, cucumber, lettuce, avocado, soy sauce or similar, and 
occasionally cheese when available. 

7) Cycle back to work for the afternoon and back home at about 4pm.   
8) Do some chores around the house and garden as the late afternoon 

cools, relax over a SP beer (South Pacific Breweries from Port 
Moresby) frequently with another Volunteer or two as the sun goes 
down before eating dinner prepared by Rosie and finding something to 
do in the evening, before going to bed usually quite soon after 9pm. 
Power goes off at about 10.30pm so we get an hour or so of electric 
fan time when we first go to bed which is a blessing. 

Clothing and the heat 

Clear days are the hottest (36oC and humidity in the 60s%) and we have 
learnt to drink lots of water and stick to the shade. A large light coloured 
golf umbrella has proved great. We look forward to overcast days which 
are much more pleasant! (28oC and humidity in the 70-80’s) Clothes, when 
dumped into the laundry basket at the end of the day are sodden and 
smell pretty foul –especially if left there for a day before getting washed. 
It’s an acidic sort of smell– no wonder clothes tend to wear out quickly – I 
can see I’ll have to be buying more before too long and I half expect to 
have the elastic finally give out on my underpants that I’m trying to keep 
going the distance to our first break away in October, and have them 
embarrassingly draped between my bony knees in some inappropriate 
place!  

There is a big trade in second hand clothes – they are cheap and are 
probably donations from Australia and such places. An amazing array of 
clothes can be seen around – from Rugby league supporter’s shirts to high 
fashion clothes – I’ve even seen a grey Natal Sharks Super Twelve Rugby 
supporter’s shirt and a green Springbok supporter’s shirt around town, plus 
the whole range of NZ and OZ league and rugby supporters’ shirts. 
However I draw the line at second hand underpants! 

Loose fitting cotton, so far, is clearly the fabric of choice and I have yet to 
be really impressed with any of the so-called high tech modern fabrics that 
are supposed to be specially suited to dealing with perspiration and hot 
climates. Our washing machine gets regular use but we don’t have an iron 
– it doesn’t really seem an issue – half an hour of sweat and it all looks the 
same! 



 

Acclimatisation and Anti- malaria 

Acclimatising seems to be kicking in for me after two and a half months – I 
am feeling a little more energetic and my appetite is returning. I’m 
beginning to suspect that the doxicyclene we use as an anti-malaria 
prophylactic has had a big part to play with my queasiness, loss of 
appetite and lethargy, that seemed at time to almost verge on depression!   
My body seems to be finally coming to terms with a regular on-going 
antibiotic, (as well as to the heat and humidity) so I suppose it will pay to 
hang in with using it. I suppose the reverse acclimatisation when we go 
back to the cool of NZ is also going to be an effort! “Hot blooded” Rosie 
seemed to have adjusted much quicker to the local conditions than me! 
But then again she was the one always complaining about the cold in NZ! 

Some long time stayers have resorted to 15 pawpaw seeds crunched 
daily, a local anti-malaria prophylactic, with a Chinese herbal treatment as 
the treatment of choice for when one does get malaria.  From what I hear 
it’s very effective, but I’m less sure about the pawpaw seeds! I believe the 
herbal treatment is not a recognised treatment in the Western world but 
that is the first choice here and large parts of Asia. Let’s hope we don’t 
have to treat malaria. Fortunately mosquitoes are still not too much of a 
problem and no VSA volunteers in Arawa have contracted it yet. 

 

BIG NEWS OF THE WEEK- the film version of Mr. Pip may be shot 
near Arawa! 

 Murray our area rep invited us to a “pot luck” dinner at his place this last 
week to meet the New Zealand reconnaissance crew who were in Arawa 
to check the place out with a view to shooting the film version of the prize 
winning book “Mr Pip”(by NZ author Lloyd Jones) near Arawa, the main 
reason being that the story is set in Bougainville during the Crisis 
(described in a previous posting). The crew consisted of the Director, two 
Producers and a logistics man who are spending about a week here 
looking for suitable locations and to try and find some local talent to act, in 
particular the 14-year-old lead girl. The trick will be to find someone who 
speaks English well and who can act, and they are prepared to look in the 
Solomon Islands, PNG mainland and Torres Islanders too. They also have 
to convince their financial backers that a Bougainville location near Arawa  
is the best place for making the film and worth the cost of filming in such 
an isolated spot. The director is Andrew - a well-known New Zealander 
who made his name directing Shrek 1 and Shrek 2 and later Narnia. He 
seems a down-to- earth sort of bloke and was most pleasant to talk to. 
Robyn I believe directed “Once were Warriors” and Tim too is apparently 
well known to the industry, although I must confess his name didn’t mean 
much to me! I only recognised Andrew for who he was after he told me the 
films he was responsible for! All going well, they will be filming here in 
November and December of this year. They are considering hiring a small 



liner to provide accommodation offshore as hotel/motel accommodation is 
not a strong point of Arawa! 

We’ve had a young lady Zoe come and teach us Pidgin two evenings a 
week and she came on the day of this dinner to teach Rosie and Elaine, 
another VSA person, how to cook some of the local food. The result was 
that their joint contribution to the potluck dinner was a large pot of stew 
cooked in the local style. The film crew all loved it, along with the 
contributions from the other VSA people, and most went back for seconds! 
The stew contained chicken, tapioc (root tuber a bit like potato) spring 
onions, pumpkin, capsicums, choko shoots, and tomato all cooked in 
coconut milk with lemon grass, ginger, curry powder and salt. (We have a 
small stool with a rather viscous looking semicircular toothed blade out on 
a stalk at the one end that is used for scraping the flesh out of the coconut. 
This flesh is mixed with a little water and then squeezed out to produce the 
milk, which adds a particular nutty flavour that most Westerners would 
probably recognise in a green curry at the local Thai restaurant.) 

Well, Arawa continues to throw up its surprises –let’s see what next week 
produces! 

 


